Namaste Thailand 2015-16

The Royal Thai Embassy presents an online Quiz for students aged 13-18, with the aim of promoting mutual understanding between the youth of India and Thailand. The quiz contains around 500 questions on the culture, history, current affairs, sports, arts, wildlife, nature, scientific developments, cuisine and natural heritage of Thailand.

Prizes: Exclusive souvenirs can be won by weekly and monthly winners. The Top Scorers can win an all expenses paid trip to Thailand.

Interested students should log in to https://www.facebook.com/namastethailand/
Grand Prize!

An all-expenses paid return trip to Thailand + Allowance

Amazing Experiences

Paavas Bhasin
#AcademyWinner

"I'm really pleased to have been a part of this year's Namaste Thailand 'Talk Show', going to a whole new level. It is heartening that with a large audience it attracted towards this entrepreneurship"

Vibush Goswami
#AmazingAnswer

"An excellent effort by the Blue Brains in spreading awareness and enlighten the audience about the Thai culture. I couldn't think of a more interesting and fun way to learn about a country"

Aniket Joshi
#LuckyLiber

"NamasteThailand is an amazing initiative and I believe it promotes knowledge about a fascinating country in students. You guys shared every bit of information and I know you participants and ideas will follow"
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